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Advanced Kidney and Chronic Kidney 
Disease Solutions Clinical Trials

BCM has created an Autologous Regenerative Tissue Replacement 

(ARTR™) product to address the rehabilitation of the kidney and 

chronic kidney disease (CKD). These advanced solutions are entering 

clinical trials.

Each kidney is about 4 or 5 inches long, roughly the size of a large fist. 

The kidneys' job is to filter your blood. They remove waste, control the 

body's fluid balance, and keep the right levels of electrolytes.

Chronic kidney disease, also called chronic kidney failure, describes the 

gradual loss of kidney function. When chronic kidney disease reaches 

an advanced stage, dangerous levels of fluid, electrolytes and waste 

can build up in your body. Chronic kidney disease is a long-term health 

problem. CKD is divided into 5 stages. Each stage tells you how well 

the kidneys are working.



Whether your kidneys were infected with a virus, injured by COVID-

19, you have CKD or any other type of disease, injury, or issue the 

basic danger is the same. Progressively your kidneys will become so 

damaged that they can no longer function properly to keep you alive.

The two common medical solutions are kidney dialysis and a kidney

transplant. Both options have many limitations. Dialysis involves 

having regular frequent blood processing treatments with a risk of 

infection.

In addition, an organ transplant requires the patient to take anti-

rejection drugs for the remainder of his or her life. These drugs have 

side effects which can be difficult for some patients to accept.

With the kidney transplant option, it is difficult to locate a quality 

donor match, there are few donors, there is a very long transplant 

request waiting list, and there are risks. In addition, an organ 

transplant requires the patient to take anti-rejection drugs for the 

remainder of his or her life. These drugs have side effects which can 

be difficult for some patients to accept.



BCM – ARTR™ Kidney Repair Procedure
Failing Kidney – Replacement Plan

Surgeon Selected Two Areas – “Inserts” for
Autologous Regenerative Tissue Replacement

A kidney may have many areas of failure. But not all 
failing areas need to be removed to initiate in-place (in-
situ) repair and healing. The Surgeon has identified two 
areas for newly BCM created and produced Autologous 
Regenerated Tissue Replacement (ARTR™) products. 
Each product will be designed to fill-in these Surgeon 
selected areas with new healthy tissue.

Failing Kidney – Sections Removed
Surgeon Selected Two Areas – “Inserts” for

Autologous Regenerative Tissue Replacement

The Surgeon has removed the two identified sections of 
the failing kidney that are now to be replaced with 
newly BCM created and produced Autologous 
Regenerated Tissue Replacement (ARTR™) products. 
Each will be designed to match the void and to fill-in 
these Surgeon selected areas.

Failing Kidney – Replacement Sections
Surgeon Selected Two Areas – “Inserts” for

Autologous Regenerative Tissue Replacement

Replacement Complete
Surgeon Selected Two Areas – “Inserts” for

Autologous Regenerative Tissue Replacement

The Surgeon has completed surgical insertion of the two 
new Autologous Regenerated Tissue Replacement 
(ARTR™) products that BCM created. The in-place 
healing of the kidney has commenced. 

The Surgeon has received the two newly BCM created and 
produced Autologous Regenerated Tissue Replacement 
(ARTR™) products. The next step is to surgically insert 
them into the respective void areas. Each “Insert” is 
designed to specifically fill-in these Surgeon removed 
failing areas.



Research scientists and engineers at BCM have developed a new

alternative solution. Using leading edge technologies and 

procedures their advanced ARTR™ kidney regeneration product 

provides a new powerful alternative allowing for the rehabilitation of 

a failing or diseased kidney. The new ARTR™ product and surgical 

procedures require biopsy samples of the patient’s existing kidney. 

These sample cells are utilized in the BCM process to regenerate a 

large number of new healthy kidney cells. These newly grown, 

patient specific, functional kidney tissues and cells, in the form of 

custom designed shapes and insert strips, are surgically placed into 

the patient’s kidney.

Because of the very unique and proprietary manufacturing and 

production process, these new ARTR™ custom designed 

replacement tissues and cells are quickly accepted and fully 

integrated into the kidney cell structure. Within a short time these 

replacement cells commence functioning as normal, natural kidney 

cells.

One of the many advantages of this ARTR™ approach is that no 

donors, either live or deceased, are required for this rejuvenating 

and rehabilitation procedure. Also, only the patient’s cells are used 

to create and grow these new replacement tissues and cells; 

therefore, no anti-rejection drugs are required. That also means 

there are no side effects from taking anti-rejection drugs.

To learn more about the ARTR™ products and approach to 

rehabilitation, visit the BCM Industries Website: 

https://www.bcmindustries.com/

Also, visit the RTH Network Website:

https://www.righttohealfoundation.com/

At this website, view the ARTR™ Kidney Patient Organ Repair 

Procedures Briefing. These ARTR™ products are scheduled to 

begin fast track clinical trials on this product and procedure during 

2020.
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